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This Custom saxophone has Impeccable intonation and effortless playability designed to match
your musical needs. The innovative new Custom Z alto saxophone boasts powerful projection
and effortless flexibility to help you stand out in the crowd! The legendary YASIII professional
saxophone has evolved to suit the needs of any player from the rising student to the seasoned
pro. This Intermediate saxophone is designed to make the step up from your student model
smooth and enjoyable. The YAS combines state-of-the-art production expertise with design
elements of Yamaha professional and custom saxophones. The result is an entry-level
instrument that delivers the response, intonation and tone needed to help developing musicians
achieve success. New features include an improved Low B-C connection and combine with
legendary Yamaha durability make this new saxophone the ideal choice to start your musical
journey. This Advantage intermediate alto saxophone is a great step horn for players of all
levels who need more from their instrument. Nickel-plated keys and a durable plastic case make
this the perfect beginning rental alto saxophone. This Custom EX Tenor Saxophone provides a
rich and resonant sound quality and the optimal balance of tonal control. The innovative new
Custom Z tenor saxophone boasts powerful projection and effortless flexibility to help you
stand out in the crowd! The legendary YTSIII professional saxophone has evolved to suit the
needs of any player from the rising student to the seasoned pro. This intermediate saxophone is
designed to make the step up from your student model smooth and enjoyable. The YTS
combines state-of-the-art production expertise with design elements of Yamaha professional
and custom saxophones. This Advantage intermediate tenor saxophone is a great step horn for
players of all levels who need more from their instrument. Based on the scale and design of the
classic '62' models, Custom Z saxes have bodies that are made of a special brass alloy for
lighter weight. The YBS allows you to fine tune your sound with high quality, handcrafted
options. The Second Generation of the legendary horn joins you with the giants that have
played the 62 for decades. The YBS is easy to play and hold for players of all sizes. Play the
saxophone anytime, anywhere. Featuring the Integrated Bell Acoustic System, this is a unique
digital saxophone that lets you control the volume and still maintain a seamless sense of
expressive unity with the instrument. Alto Saxophones. Tenor Saxophones. Soprano
Saxophones. Baritone Saxophones. YBS New. Alto Saxophone Neck. Tenor Saxophone Neck.
Soprano Saxophone Neck. Related Products. YDS Digital Saxophone. Special Content. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The
Yamaha YAS alto saxophone is an excellent choice for the student or beginning band member.
The YAS23 alto saxophone features a gold lacquer body, with very durable key work. The
quality that makes this one of our most recommended student alto saxophones is the
intonation. The intonation is excellent and offers the beginning saxophonist an excellent start.
Complete with strong plywood case, Yamaha 4C alto saxophone mouthpiece and all necessary
saxophone care products. Skip to main content. Consider these available items. Currently
unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Yamaha Store.
Optimum intonation and venting Power-forged keys Tapered pivot screws Precise adjustment
and smooth key action Refined key shape and dimension. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Hal
Leonard Corp. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items.
Product information Item Weight Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. Translate all reviews to
English. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. This saxophone arrived earlier than expected and was exactly as described. A high
quality instrument and very gently used. It was nice to have the Care Kit and reeds included.
The case containing the sax was nestled in bubble wrap and surrounded by packing paper, all
within a sturdy cardboard box. Great to see they took so much care in shipping. I look forward
to learning how to play! The saxophone was as described but the reeds that came with it were
strength 2. It made the saxophone squeak when I played high D and E. Otherwise it is a really
good instrument. Update: Continued to have trouble playing the high D and E. Had to send the
sax off to repair shop, two pads had to be replaced and keys were bent. Just as described.
Sounds great. Very nice.. Bought this for my son for beginner band. He has a used YAS which
has served him well, but his enthusiasm for playing deserved a new instrument. The used one is
Japanese made, the new one Chinese. I can find no discernible difference between the two

other than age. The case on the new one has been updated slightly to address some cradling
issues, but otherwise no difference. Both instruments play very well and produce the same
sound, all parts seem identical and interchangeable. The woodwind tech at our local music
store recommended this instrument over all others as a beginner instrument for its overall tone,
ease of playing, and ease of maintenance and adjustment. Parts availability is also a plus. I have
been a musician for a long time and Yamaha's quality and consistency across all products
seems to be a company standard. They make great motorcycles, also!. Update Jan. Fit, finish,
and function have remained superb with minor adjustment and maintenance. Highly
recommended. Update Oct. This instrument is still going strong with very minimal adjustment
and he swears by it's tone, playability, and functionality. Images in this review. The price was
right and my experience with Amazon gave me the confidence to purachase this sax online.
This is a solid sax that sounds great. Keys and pads work without a hitch. The description and
photos provided an accurate representation of the sax I received. A search on this model and
online reviews helped guide my purchase. Simply put this is a solid sax that plays well. En muy
bien estado me gusto mucho. Translate review to English. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: band instruments for students , beginner saxophone ,
saxophone for beginners , Best Rated in Saxophones , Best saxophones for beginners. There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Add to Cart. KK Music Store. Bertrand's Music. E Flat. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. The YAS saxophones offer a perfect start because they are designed with the
young beginner in mind. Relatively light-weight and ergonomically shaped, they are easy to
hold and to play. The intonation is perfect, as you would expect from Yamaha, and it is easy to
get a great sound. The Yamaha design offers beginners optimum support, thus greatly assisting
both learning progress and creativity. Based on the highly recommended YAS saxophones the
new YAS are even further enhanced with a new, more stable neck receiver and a new low B-C
connection for better adjustment. New neck receiver with a durable screwA redesigned neck
receiver promotes a quick response and ease of play while also increasing the durability of the
mechanism. Improved Low B-C connection An improved mechanism from low B-C ensures the
consistent closing of the low C key and promotes a clear response from notes in the low range
of the instrument. Adjustable thumb-restAll Yamaha saxophones feature an adjustable t. Skip to
main content. FREE delivery: March 8 - Fastest delivery: March 4 - 9. In stock. Usually ships
within 3 to 4 days. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops,
spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered from day one. Malfunctions covered after
the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No Thanks. Image
Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Visit the Yamaha Store. High F and Front F auxiliary
keys. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice.
Frequently bought together. Total price: To see our price, add these items to your cart. Why
don't we show the price? Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Hal Leonard Corp. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information Item Weight Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Friagram Top Contributor: Pets. Verified Purchase. Your browser does not support HTML5
video. By Friagram on January 29, Images in this review. Still the cheapest option for this sax

on Amazon at the time and probably not available anymore at that price. I think it came all the
way from a vendor in England! When I first ordered it was out of stock and I to wait a few weeks
for it to be restocked, so I guess this is recently manufactured and not old stock that was sitting
around. The box arrived in Yamaha packaging not Amazon boxing! That was a little
disconcerting because they left it at my front door with pretty pictures of a sax on the box! I'm
lucky it wasn't stolen! Anyway, the box was right side up, unblemished and free of dents. A
good sign! Unboxing required removal of many small pieces of cork from the key mechanisms.
Some of them were hard to spot and hard to remove. I used wooden chopsticks to avoid
scratching the finish which was quite shiny and unblemished. But I did miss a few corks at first
which prevented some keys from working. So it's easy to understand why some reviewers
might have thought their horn was defective. Once all the keys were freed the horn plays quite
nicely through all registers with smooth easy non-clacky action and easy sounding of all notes
top to bottom. I did notice while using an online tuner that it was difficult to push the
mouthpiece in far enough to get it perfectly in tune. The online tuner said it was 6 cents flat. I'm
not too concerned because with a brand new mouthpiece and cork the fit is quite tight and
should loosen up a bit with continued use. Or it might just be my embouchure needs tightening.
Compared to my 's vintage YAS the horn seems a little lighter and the metal seems a bit thinner.
The sound seems a little thinner too. But this horn has a high F key which the YAS lacks. And
the action is less clacky. It should satisfy any amateur for many years. By the way, mine DID
include a neckstrap. Also included cork grease, polishing cloth, neck cap, mouthpiece, and a 2.
I think most beginners would do better with a 2. Most glaring omission is the lack of a spit swab
on a weighted string. Every player needs one of those! YAS alto saxophone cheap price and
sound good make me happy. We bought this saxophone for my 11 year old and he is extremely
happy with the quality of the saxophone but what I am most impressed is with K-Digital
customer services, professionalism and trustworthiness. We had an unfortunate experience
when we first received the saxophone and regardless of the situation K-Digital was able to
revert it spending additional costs and going above and beyond expectations. Suppliers as
honorable as K-Digital are rear. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Report abuse. Super saxophone. One person found this helpful. Translate
review to English. Customers who bought this item also bought. Joseph E. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: beginner saxophone , saxophone for beginners , Best
Rated in Saxophones
2003 chrysler sebring starter location
chevy brat
mistibishi lancer
, Best saxophones for beginners , Yamaha Saxophones , Explore Saxophones. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. KK Music Store. Kincaid's Music. Bertrand's Music. Taylor Music. E Flat.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

